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Former Governor of Alaska Sarah Palin has warned that the federal government is
“stockpiling bullets” in preparation for “civil unrest,” adding that America is “finished” if it cannot deal with its
debt problem.
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Writing on her official Facebook page, Palin remarked, “If we are going to wet our proverbial pants over 0.3% in annual spending cuts when we’re
running up trillion dollar annual deficits, then we’re done. Put a fork in us. We’re finished. We’re going to default eventually and that’s why the
feds are stockpiling bullets in case of civil unrest.”
The post achieved nearly 12,000 ‘shares,’ attracting nearly 60,000 ‘likes’ and over 4500 comments.
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The Department of Homeland Security has committed to purchasing around 2 billion bullets over the course of the last year, in addition to
buying 7,000 fully automatic assault rifles last September (the agency referred to them as “personal defense weapons”).
Although the mainstream media has played down the purchases as the feds merely saving money by buying in bulk, the ammo buys
have contributed to shortages across the country.
However, concerns were further stoked last week when Law Enforcement Targets Inc, a DHS contractor that supplies shooting targets to the
agency along with thousands of police departments, was forced to apologize for producing “non-traditional threat” targets which featured images
of pregnant women, children and elderly gun owners in residential settings.
Politico published an article following Palin’s Facebook post bizarrely claiming that her concerns about the federal government purchasing ammo
in large quantities had been debunked despite admitting that “government agencies are, in fact, purchasing large amounts of ammunition.” This
tactic of admitting that the government is purchasing a huge number of bullets while simultaneously portraying anyone concerned about the fact as
erroneous and paranoid has been adopted by other mainstream media outlets like the Washington Post, who have blithely accepted and
regurgitated the government’s explanation that the bullets are merely for target practice.
The DHS has also been busy buying large supplies of body armor, leading to more shortages. Last year, the agency put out an urgent order for “riot
gear” in anticipation of civil unrest. The agency has also ordered bullet-proof checkpoint booths and hired hundreds of new security guards to
protect government buildings over the course of the last 12 months.
Palin making the connection between the federal government’s arms build-up and America’s economic decline is noteworthy given how other
countries have experienced domestic disorder in the aftermath of financial turmoil in recent years.
As we explained in a recent article, generating mass social dislocation has been an admitted tool used by the World Bank and the IMF to create the
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necessary chaos to loot major economies.
As respected investigative reporter Greg Palast exposed in 2001, the World Bank and the IMF have honed a technique that has allowed them to
asset-strip numerous other countries in the past – that technique has come to be known at the “IMF riot,” a process of scaring off investors and
causing government bankruptcies by fostering unrest.
*********************
Paul Joseph Watson is the editor and writer for Infowars.com and Prison Planet.com. He is the author of Order Out Of Chaos. Watson is also a host
for Infowars Nightly News.
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Joseph Dupont ·

Top Commenter · South Towanda, Pennsylvania

God Bless Sarah.. The Gov. bought 2 billion bullets. Hollow points..
Reply ·

4 · Like · March 1 at 9:47am

Steve Bragg ·

Top Commenter · Raleigh, North Carolina

The mainstream media has been silent on this for four years, since Obama's "we need a
civilian security force, just as strong, just as well funded [as the military]" comment. All the
while, the jackbooted thugs in DHS have been arming up. But until Palin talks about what is,
after all, old news, the media have been silent.
I think the MSM would be more upset that Palin talked about a taboo subject than armed
drones shooting down Constitutionalists for the crime of possessing an AR-15.
Reply ·

3 · Like · March 1 at 10:37am
Joseph Dupont ·

Top Commenter · South Towanda, Pennsylvania

OH yea.. they never asked Obama what the hell he meant.. why??
Reply ·

1 · Like · March 1 at 10:55am

Lloyd Chapman
Notice how the mainstream media is helping the government cover up the fact the Feds are
clearly gearing up to kill Americans in the event of some type of civil unrest.
Reply · Like · March 28 at 7:37am
Finley Adam · Colorado Technical University
I find it hilarious that the DOJ think weapons in the hands of Americans are "assault" rifles
and serve no legitimate sporting or defensive purpose. I also wish to point out these weapons
in the hands of Americans are just Semi Automatic. However 7000 select fire weapons in the
hands of DHS agents are merely defensive weapons...I say give all shotguns, that is should be
adiquate to defend them according to our vice president!
Reply · Like · March 12 at 6:16am
Rick Girten · Massage Therapist at Palm Beach Massage
Civillian security is needed
Reply · Like · March 15 at 2:28pm
Viv Arney ·

Top Commenter

Like anybody actually believes a whackdoodle like PALIN? She needs to stfu and go back to
her hillbilly home town.
Reply · Like · March 1 at 2:38pm
Joseph Dupont ·

Top Commenter · South Towanda, Pennsylvania

like Obama has ever been correct on anything. I would trust Palin over King
Obama any day. At least her father was not a commie like Obama's.
Reply ·

6 · Like · March 1 at 2:44pm

Finley Adam · Colorado Technical University
Viv, Regardless of whether you beleive sarah palin or not she was indeed refering
to a real data on the spending of DHS. The Department of Homeland Security is
not a war fighting force, well is was not intended to be, thus the purchase of 7000
select fire weapons is indeed a real cause for concern. That is more than enough
weapons to arms a division of regular army foot soldiers. The ammunition
purchased is enough to keep these weapons supplied for some time, that is a full
combat load for each rifle, give or take a few thousands rounds over all. I would
take such a purchase under severe scrutiny, especially considering the weapons
are select fire, or in laymans terms have the ability of either three round burst or
full automatic capability. Our government does not have the best track record of
such purchases being in the best interest of the people of this country. It might
also open your eyes to the number of private "security contractors" have recently
found gainful employement, not in Iraq or Afghanistan, but here on our own soil.
Do a little research and the numbers might just suprise you! These are not the
actions of an agency with the intent of keeping the peace, but a group preparing
for war. I will lamblast you with rude comentary, just ask that you do a little
research on your own and if you think it is of no concern then move with your life
and God bless...
Respectfully regards.
Reply ·

2 · Like · March 12 at 6:12am

Byrum Blobshittle ·

Top Commenter

Hey Viv, why don't you move your commie ass to Russia? We TRUE AMERICANS
don't need your kind of mamby-pamby whiners in OUR country. Take Comrade
Oblamer with you when you leave, please.
Reply ·

3 · Like · March 23 at 4:08am
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